FEDLINK Vendor Exhibits
ASTM International
ASTM International, based in West Conshohocken, PA, has been well known as one
of the world’s largest and most established standards creating organizations. Today,
ASTM continues to provide best in practice tools for both its members and its
customers, offering a wide range of products and services that go well beyond
standards: training, proficiency testing, Compass, eLearning, onsite classes and other
integrated services to improve business opportunities. These offerings significantly
enhance the benefits ASTM provides to its stakeholders worldwide. ASTM is glad to
be a new partner with FEDLINK and looks forward to developing new business
relationships.
Bureau van Dijk, A Moody's Analytics Company
Bureau van Dijk captures and treats private company information for better decision
making and increased efficiency. Our flagship database, Orbis, has information on
around 300 million companies across the globe. It’s the resource for company data.
Orbis is widely used by companies, governments and public sector teams,
academics, financial institutions and professional service firms. They use it for many
different types of projects, all with a common theme, efficiency. Learn more about our
solutions at bvdinfo.com.
Clarivate Analytics
Clarivate Analytics helps organizations support their research life cycles from end to
end. By utilizing our Web of Science platform, you can access an unrivalled breadth
of world-class research literature linked to a rigorously selected core of journals and
uniquely discover new information through meticulously captured metadata and
citation connections. The Web of Science platform connects the Web of Science Core
Collection to regional citation indexes, patent data, specialized subject indexes, and
an index of research data sets, all in all totaling over 33,000 journals, meaning you
have the breadth you need to be truly comprehensive in your search.
Counting Opinions (SQUIRE) Ltd.
Hosted, web-accessed, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) quantitative and qualitative
data capture and reporting solutions. The solutions include robust custom forms data
capture/aggregation, resultant report outputs as well as summary data integration with
3rd party systems. The service supports the management of data capture workflows,
controlled user access and user communication. Solutions also includes a completely
customizable portal functionality and advanced forms features and data handling to
ensure consistent, high-quality data with integrity including
process/knowledge/status/communication management. The solutions are robust,
responsive and meet 508 accessibility standards.
EBSCO Information Services
EBSCO is the world’s leading supplier of both research and learning content. EBSCO
supplies the federal government with research databases, subscription management,
eBooks, and discovery service.

getAbstract
Offering more than 18,000 text and audio summaries, getAbstract finds and
rates the top business books, articles and video talks, and summarizes them
into 10-minute abstracts.

Giant Oak
Giant Oak combines data and behavioral science to help business and government
identify potential threats during the online search and screening process. Giant Oak
is led by a team of social scientists, machine learning experts, and security
professionals that provide a system known as GOST® that expertly searches the
deep web to reveal and rank otherwise-hidden actions, actors, and communities.
GOST’s human-centered design principles apply machine learning to publicly
available information enabling organizations to see a clearer picture of the people
and businesses with whom they transact to support screening, vetting, investigations,
and continuous evaluation tasks. For more information, visit www.giantoak.com.
Infogroup
Infogroup produces a census on virtually every U.S. business and every U.S.
household of over 34 million U.S. businesses, 135 million U.S. households, and 290
million residents. We offer the ability to identify and fill the gaps in your agency’s
information. Federal agencies use our data assets and technology to identify, to
research, to investigate, for business credit. Our data is accurate, comprehensive,
and scalable–critical features for all public agencies. The consistency and quality of
our database over the years offer your agency a reliable benchmark. You may be
using our data today without realizing it. Search and navigation systems (Bing,
Google). Workforce Development. GM’s On-Star. All rely on Infogroup.
Ingram Library Services
The world is reading and Ingram Content Group connects readers with content in all
forms. Ingram’s services include print-on-demand, digital, and physical book
distribution and digital eLearning. With comprehensive services for Libraries and
educators, Ingram makes content distribution seamless and accessible.
Leadership Connect
Leadership Connect has been connecting leaders in business, government, and
media for half of a century. We recognize the importance of identifying, learning
about, and contacting leaders in all fields. We focus on tracking leaders, maintaining
detailed profiles on those individuals, and helping our 4,000 clients connect with
them. We work with nearly every U.S. government agency, many S&P 500
companies, and leading organizations in media, consulting, law, banking, and the
not-for-profit world. We help everyone from marketing and business development
teams to senior leaders prep for important meetings, build existing relationships, and
find new ones.
LexisNexis
LexisNexis is a leading global provider of information solutions for professionals in
the government, legal, law enforcement, risk management, corporate, financial
services, and academic markets. Today, LexisNexis serves customers in more than
100 countries – including federal agencies in all three branches of the U.S.
Government, state and local agencies across the nation, Fortune 500 companies,
Top 100 law firms, and many more. Every day, LexisNexis solutions empower our
customers to find the right answers, gain crucial insights, and make confident
decisions. They support the unique and diverse information needs of professionals
such as attorneys, paralegals, legislative professionals, policymakers, analysts, and
others.

Peterson's
Peterson’s is the world’s leading educational services company dedicated to furthering
education after high school and beyond. Peterson's product suite assists all branches
of government by providing print and online test preparation and basic skills courses
and information. Peterson's also provides college & scholarship data as well as
custom publications.
Prenax, Inc.
Prenax, Inc. offers subscription and information management services. Prenax offers
the following to FEDLINK members: Serials management for both print and electronic
titles; e-Resources Management; Publisher negotiation with precise rates; Accurate &
timely orders; claims & renewal processing & timely payment to publishers. Prenax
Online is a 24/7 real-time web-based platform that helps you manage your
subscriptions. It offers full visibility to all active orders & renewals; provides linking to
your Electronic e-journals; reporting of claims; check-in feature and delivery of
materials; an A-Z listing of all subscriptions, A-Z custom portal; and customized
management reports.
PTFS
PTFS is a leader library system, digital object management and digitization & scanning
services. Our main focus is with Federal Libraries. Our Library Services Platform (LSP)
is Bibliovation and our Content Services Platform (CSP) is Knowvation that manages
digital objects.
SAE International
SAE is the leader in connecting and educating mobility professionals to enable safe,
clean, and accessible mobility solutions. We are a global association of more than
128,000 engineers and related technical experts in the aerospace, automotive, and
commercial vehicle industries. Our core competencies are life-long learning and
voluntary consensus standards development. At SAE International, our mission is to
advance mobility knowledge and solutions for the benefit of humanity.
TransUnion
Whether federal, state or local agency, public safety or educational organization,
TransUnion’s suite of mission-critical solutions provides the public sector with vital
information and an unmatched combination of credit and non-credit data to help ensure
citizen safety, manage compliance and boost services for constituents served. Our
comprehensive and unique sets of credit, criminal and public data, coupled with flexible
analytics, help agencies detect and prevent cyber fraud, and make connections
between people, businesses, assets, and locations.

(All descriptions were written and submitted by the vendors.)

